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FROM THE EDITORS’ DESK

0F

The Journal of Muslim Philanthropy and Civil Society is focused on
furthering research on the understudied subfield of Muslim philanthropy
and civil society. As we have described in our inaugural issue, the
Journal takes a broader view of philanthropy, beyond the traditional
definition of “voluntary action for the public good.”
Scholars embarking upon a research agenda for a subject such as
Muslim philanthropy and civil society face major challenges. They
include the scarcity of data, the need for literature, and important
research questions. This issue seeks to provide some direction for the
latter two challenges: literature and research questions.
Jonathan Benthall examines the growing practice of supporting
orphans as an important aspect of Muslim philanthropy. Orphan care has
long been an important priority for Islamic charity. As Benthall shares,
the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) himself was an orphan; and
there has been an increased emphasis of orphan care in humanitarian
organizations. Benthall examines the research and programs in this area
and makes a recommendation for a scholarly conversation. This
scholarly conversation, however, goes further than orphan care and
provides an important framework to examine other important areas of
Muslim philanthropic practice.
This issue also includes five reviews of important books that reflect
the broad landscape of this subfield. These reviews collectively examine
three broad categories: education, Muslim nonprofit institutions, and the
intersection of Muslim civil society and Muslim philanthropy.
Education has long been considered an important beneficiary of
Muslim philanthropy. The first endowments (awqaf) were focused on
furthering education. In both Muslim majority and minority countries,
education remains one of the largest beneficiaries of Muslim
philanthropy. This issue highlights a book on madrasas (Islamic
seminaries) and the role of philanthropy in education policy.
Muslim nonprofit institutions like the mosque, Islamic schools, and
other convening organizations have become important vessels of Muslim
philanthropic activity. This issue reviews books that examine the role of
a Chicago-based Muslim nonprofit institution and a Canadian mosque.
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Finally, across the world Muslims find themselves in the midst of
crisis, conflict and external scrutiny. Does this environment have an
impact on how Muslim philanthropy and civil society are developing?
This is the focus of one of the book reviews.
Collectively, this issue seeks to further research in Muslim
philanthropy and civil society through an important exploration of
research questions as well as highlighting important published works.
____________________________
Sincerely,
Scott C. Alexander, PhD and Shariq A. Siddiqui, PhD, Co-Editors-in
Chief
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THE CARE OF ORPHANS
IN THE ISLAMIC
TRADITION,
VULNERABLE CHILDREN,
AND CHILD
SPONSORSHIP
PROGRAMS
0F

Jonathan Benthall

University College London

One of the most favored areas for Muslim charitable works is the
care of orphans. The Prophet Muhammad was an orphan himself:
his father died either just before or just after he was born, his
mother died when he was only six, and he was taken in by the family
of his paternal uncle. Several passages in the Qur’an condemn
those who misappropriate orphans’ property. The result is that
there can be few Islamic welfare organizations that do not include
orphans among their beneficiaries, and emotive appeals on their
behalf are disseminated to the public. Muslims generally define
“orphan” as a child who has lost his or her father, i.e., the family
breadwinner. The term “orphan” is held to include foundling
infants and street children as well as those with known relatives
and is also, in practice, sometimes used as a euphemism for a child
born out of wedlock who is rejected by a family. The last few years
have seen a flowering of research on Muslim philanthropy as one
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aspect of a broader research interest in charity and
humanitarianism. This article confines itself to some programmatic
suggestions, juxtaposing the Islamic predisposition to care for
orphans with current trends in child-focused research, thereby
revealing what could be a fruitful field for empirical enquiry. The
practice of international one-to-one “child sponsorship,” now a
staple of many Islamic charities, brings to a head some key issues
relating to the care and protection of vulnerable children, which
have been widely debated by social researchers but so far almost
entirely in the context of Christian and secular institutions.
Keywords: Islamic charities, orphans, vulnerable children, child
sponsorship programs, child-focused ethnography

The Muslim Tradition and Child-focused Research
Have you considered him who calls the Judgment a lie? That is
the one who treats the orphan with harshness. (Qur’an 107:1–
2)
One of the most favored areas for Muslim charitable works is the care of
orphans. 1 It is grounded in theology, for the Prophet Muhammad was an
orphan himself: his father died either just before or just after he was born,
his mother died when he was only six, and he was taken in by the family
of his paternal uncle. If one speaks of orphans to a pious Muslim, he or
she is likely to make a gesture of crossing two fingers, which alludes to
a saying of the Prophet that whoever looks after an orphan will be “like
this” with him in Paradise. The Prophet also said, “I am he who takes
care of the orphan.” Several passages in the Qur’an condemn those who
misappropriate orphans’ property (e.g. 93:9, 107:2). The motif of the just
treatment of orphans receives much attention in both the ethical-legal
and the narrative parts of the Qur’an and hence “has had a long-term
impact on later Islamic ethics, law, and practice” (Giladi, 2007, p. 22).
The outcome today is that most Islamic welfare and humanitarian
organizations include orphans among their beneficiaries, and emotive
1F

For examples, see Sabra (2000, pp. 80–81); Ginio (2003); Singer (2008, p. 87 and
passim), Ener (2003); Baron (2008); Schaeublin (2009), Derbal (2014), Kaag (2014),
Mittermaier (2019).
1
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appeals on their behalf are disseminated to the public. 2 For instance, the
British-based charity Islamic Relief Worldwide now supports some
57,000 orphans around the world: an expansion since its small
beginnings in the 1990s. (As well as sponsoring orphanages in Sudan
and Albania, it embarked from 1992 on one-to-one sponsorship schemes
for orphans in Bosnia, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan. 3) Issues relating to
international one-to-one orphan sponsorship will be a principal focus of
this article.
Muslims traditionally define “orphan” as a child who has lost
his or her father, i.e., the family breadwinner, which seems to have been
also a dominant concern in the Hebrew Bible as well as in the Qur’an. 4
The loss of a mother in patriarchal societies is not seen as so disastrous,
though passages in the Qur’an, such as the story of Moses (Mūsā) in
Surahs 20 and 28, vividly evoke maternal values of tenderness and
solicitude. The term “orphan” is often held to include foundling infants
and street children as well as those with known relatives, and is also, in
practice, sometimes used as a euphemism for a child born out of wedlock
who is rejected by a family. 5
The last few years have seen a flowering of research on Muslim
philanthropy as one aspect of a broader research interest in charity and
humanitarianism. It may even be claimed that the step of taking seriously
the Islamic traditions has helped to decenter the study of “Western”
humanitarianism and to draw attention to its religious and philosophical
2F

3F

4F

5F

Quantitative information is sparse, but a survey of Islamic philanthropy in Indonesia
conducted in 2003–2004 (Fauzia, 2013, p. 296) found that 71.7% of Islamic philanthropic
organizations supported orphans—the third kind of activity in order of popularity after
“distributing zakat money to the poor” (92.8%) and “distributing sedakah money to the
poor (84.1%).

2

Dr. Hany El Banna, founder of Islamic Relief Worldwide, personal communication, May
2018.

3

A child who has lost his or her father is called in the Qur’an yatīm (plural aitām). In later
usage, a child who has lost his or her mother is called munqaTi`; a child who has lost both
is called laTīm. See Chaumont (2012); Giladi (2007, pp. 20–21); Baron (2008, pp. 13–14).

4

5
Yusuf Al-Qaradawi states that the Qur’anic term ibn al-sabīl, “child of the road,” one of
the eight categories of zakat beneficiaries, “perfectly describes foundlings” (Qaradawi, vol.
2, p. 80). Classical Muslim jurists use the term laqīT (foundling) to refer to a minor child
with unknown parentage. Their care is generally deemed to be a communal rather than an
individual obligation (Fadel, 2018).

In Aceh, Indonesia, according to Silvia Vignato’s (2017) fieldwork conducted between
2008 and 2010, “any child was seen as a sort of orphan after she has entered charity or
charity-like pesantren [Islamic residential schools]. … [In] common language, all the
boarders of a panti [institutional home for the needy] or a dayah [Acehnese pesantren] are
yatim, ‘fatherless’” (p. 69).
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underpinnings. 6 A comprehensive overview of research to date on
Islamic philanthropy would now be welcome. All I propose here is to
make some programmatic suggestions, juxtaposing the predisposition in
favor of orphans, an undisputed core of Islamic teaching, with current
trends in child-focused research and thereby revealing what could be a
fruitful field for empirical and collaborative enquiry. 7 Though there must
be other equally promising lines of possible investigation with regard to
orphans and vulnerable children in the Islamic context (some of which
will be hinted at in this article), I shall focus on the specific problem of
one-to-one child sponsorship. I shall follow a principle favored by many
(though not all) anthropologists: the assumption that though there are
important specific differences between cultural practices and
institutions—in this case, between the tradition of Islamic care for
orphans and its Christian and secular homologues—a comparative
approach is nonetheless possible and indeed necessary for rigorous social
research (van der Veer, 2016).
6F

7F

The Islamic Tradition and its Manifestations Today
Quantitative evidence on present-day projects to care for orphans in the
Muslim-majority world or among Muslim minorities is lacking, but it is
certain that they are both extensive and varying widely in scale and
character. To take one example at the grassroots level, I recall visiting in
2006 a meeting in Bamako, the capital of Mali, of ALOVE, the
Association Locale des Orphelins et Veuves. This was a voluntary
association of 60 women, nearly all widows. In Mali, as in most Muslim
societies, widowhood is still explicitly accepted as a “marked” social
condition rather than played down. They met most afternoons to read the
Qur’an together with an imam and to help each other. They also helped
other widows who were worse off and managed a small kindergarten for
orphans. This was subsidized by Islamic Relief Worldwide, which also
sponsored many of the orphans as part of its program designed to help
6
Apart from the initiatives of the University of Indiana, see, for instance, the platform
MUHUM (Muslim Humanitarianism) run by Till Mostowlansky of the Graduate Institute
of
International
and
Development
Studies,
University
of
Geneva
(http://allegralaboratory.net/a-note-on-muhum/). See also Singer (2008); Juul Petersen
(2015); Benthall (2017); Tittensor & Clarke (2014); Mittermaier (2019).

To do justice to the topic, a thorough knowledge of Islamic law and social history would
be necessary, as well as familiarity with the extensive literature on aid and development,
with special reference to children. The present article merely suggests some pointers for
future research in a seemingly virgin field of enquiry.

7
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the poorest communities. To raise funds for the kindergarten, the
association bought honeycombs locally and converted them in a
workshop into three products with separate markets—honey, soap, and
skin cream.
Residential orphanages are often built in Muslim-majority
societies, and I have visited some small ones for infants in Jordan and in
Mali, and large orphanages in Indonesia, including ones set up after the
Indian Ocean tsunami of 2004. 8 There must be many hundreds of
orphanages in Indonesia, especially those run by the Muhammadiyah
and by the Rumah Zakat (Latief, 2012). There is no tradition in Islam of
so-called “closed” or plenary adoption, that is to say raising children
exactly as if they were one’s own, naming them after the adoptive rather
than the biological father, and granting them inheritance rights. 9 Indeed
this was prohibited by classical Sunni jurists (cf. Qur’an 33:5), though
recently the possibility of more flexible rulings has been debated (Kutty,
2014, pp. 15, 42–44). 10 Fostering is encouraged, however, known as
kafāla, rooted in the law of contracts rather than family law: it leaves
8F

9F

10F

Care for orphans in premodern Egypt was included in the services provided through
religious endowments (waqf, plural awqāf) (Baron, 2008, pp. 15–16) and orphanages were
established later (Rugh, 1995). Christian missionaries were prominent in running
orphanages in modern Egypt, but Muslim organizations reacted during the first half of the
twentieth century by founding their own schools and homes for orphans (Baron, 2008, pp.
23–32). Christians established about half the orphanages between 1910 and 1969 (Rugh,
1995, pp. 131–132; referring to statistics prepared by the Egyptian Ministry of Social
Affairs, Guide to Nursery Schools and Orphanages for Socially Vulnerable Children,
1969–70).

8

Common usage in Egyptian Arabic shifted in the mid-nineteenth century from takīyya, i.e.,
general hospice, to malga (malja’), i.e., refuge, catering for specific groups in need,
including children (Baron, 2008, p. 33).
Three general types of orphanages in the wider Islamic world may be distinguished: staterun, those run by religious foundations, and those run by individuals or as a communal
activity (Sonbol, 1995, p. 59).
Adoption (al-tabannī) is said, according to Islamic sources, to have been practiced in the
Arabian Peninsula until it was abolished in the year 5/627 and classed as a prohibited act.
Muslim jurists soon developed alternative mechanisms to regulate the care of orphans and
children of unknown parentage (Powers, 2008).

9

10
The Edhi Foundation in Pakistan reportedly placed 22,000 children in adoptive homes
between 1949 and 2012, despite there being no formal adoption legislation in place in that
country (Kutty, 2014, pp. 41–42). In most Muslim-majority countries today, the legal
institution of adoption is banned; but informal adoption, especially within extended
families or among close friends, is not uncommon, especially in the Maghreb (Büchler &
Kayasseh, 2018, pp. 35–39). In Indonesia it has been quite common for childless couples,
or those with daughters only, to adopt a child of friends or relatives and bring the child up
as their own (Martin von Bruinessen, personal communication, July 2018).
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untouched the legal relationship between the actual parents and the child
(Büchler & Kayasseh, 2018, p. 41). 11 This teaching, it seems, has
legitimated Islamic charities’ adaptation of their policies to follow the
precedent of international one-to-one child “sponsorship” at a distance,
made possible by communications technologies, whereby financial
donations are solicited for regular maintenance payments to assist named
children in poor countries, with the cooperation of their families when
that is possible. This system had already been established over many
decades by Christian and secular aid agencies. Islamic charities have
mobilized, as powerful fundraising tools, the power of Qur’anic
injunctions to give zakat and sadaqa (Benthall, 2016, pp. 15–16, 18,
119–121).
11F

The History of Orphanhood(s) Worldwide
The history of orphans in general, whether “double orphans” or those in
the Islamic sense, deserves some attention. Orphans, like widows—both
frequently the innocent victims of conflict—have always been objects of
piety and compassion, but both have been subject to demeaning
treatment in practice, no doubt because they are perceived as threatening
to the social order. Despite the emphatic defense of their rights in the
Qur’an, orphans in the Muslim world can in practice be stigmatized as
much as elsewhere, not least because of the financial outlay normally
expected for marriage (Baron, 2008, p. 34; Rugh, 1995, p. 126). 12
Erica Bornstein (2012) devotes a chapter to the humanitarian
politics of orphanhood in her study of charity and volunteering in India.
Kristen Cheney and Stephen Ucembe (2019) diagnose an “orphan
12F

11
In June 2018, the Muslim community in Tampa, Florida, offered to take care of the 2,300
or more migrant babies and children forcibly separated from their families at various US
government detention centers until they could be reunited with their parents
(http://pkonweb.com/muslim-community-in-u-s-offer-to-host-migrant-childrenseparated-from-families-at-no-cost-to-govt/). Kristen Cheney comments that such an offer
has advantages over comparable initiatives by evangelical Christians, since Islam forbids
adoption (outside kafāla), whereas there is a history of coercive adoption of migrant
children by Christian adoption agencies (personal communication, July 2018; Cheney &
Rotabi, 2018).
12
In Western imaginative literature, the rich orphan has been glamorized as an exotic
outsider, whereas orphans of the poor have inspired factual and often polemical reporting.
Orphanhood is typically stigmatizing, resulting in emotional deficits no less real for being
invisible, though it can also be a spur to achievement—for there is a rollcall of celebrated
historical figures who were orphaned. In Britain some celebrated charities for orphans and
foundlings were set up, but others were forced into the Navy or transported to the colonies
(Seabrook, 2018).
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industrial complex.” They argue that programs designed by charitable
organizations to care for orphans are based on the stereotype of orphans
as the quintessential children in need. They go so far as to claim that the
targeting of orphans for “rescue” is counterproductive in that it can
actually result in child exploitation and trafficking and weaken the ties
between families and communities. Tatek Abebe (2009), in a
comprehensive review of global policy trends relating to the care and
protection of orphaned children, draws on Judith Ennew’s (2005)
analysis of the multiple roles fulfilled by children in the cultural history
of the West. He concludes that any selective support of orphans in
economically vulnerable communities is bound to be resource-intensive
and can amplify inequalities. 13
13 F

One-to-one International Child-Sponsorship Programs
I focus in this article on one-to-one international sponsorship since it
brings out in a concentrated form many of the issues to do with caring
for vulnerable children today. Passing over here the consensus among
historians and anthropologists that the definition of childhood (as of
orphanhood) is highly variable in time and space, I shall assume for this
purpose the definition as per the UN Convention on the Rights of the
Child, i.e., everyone under the age of 18 unless “under the law applicable
to the child, majority is attained earlier” (1989, Article 1).
The long-distance pairing of individual children with
international donors was initiated by the UK-based Save the Children
Fund and the Society of Friends in post-world war Austria in 1919.
However, early programs focused on short-term feeding and service
provision for famine and war-affected children and on avoiding
dependency. The longer-term model that prevails today appears to have
been initiated in the USA in the late 1930s and early 1940s (Watson,
2015). One of the largest NGOs in this field is ChildFund International
USA, originally known as Christian Children’s Fund but now nonconfessional, which supports 440,000 sponsored children in 26 countries
worldwide and declared revenue of US$234 million for the year that
ended in June 2017. The world’s largest child sponsorship program is
World Vision, the multinational Christian NGO, which claims to be
13
The emotional attraction of orphanhood for welfare reformers is far from new. In
nineteenth-century London, as shown by Lydia Murdoch (2006), many of the children
housed in state or charitable institutions, depicted as barefooted and dirty, were neither
orphaned nor deserted: there was a kind of compatibility between poor families’ strategic
use of welfare services and the paternalistic motives of the welfare providers who sought
to remove poor children from parents depicted as unable to raise them properly.
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responsible for nearly half of the world’s sponsored children, 3.2 million
children in 56 countries. The global annual revenue for child sponsorship
programs was estimated at US$3.2 billion in 2011. A typical one-to-one
sponsorship scheme costs the donor about US$32 per month or a little
more.
Child sponsorship is controversial. In May 1982 the British
magazine New Internationalist published a withering editorial, “Please
Do Not Sponsor This Child” (Stalker, 1982). I shall summarize here the
substantial objections to one-to-one child sponsorship, followed by some
of the arguments that have been advanced in its defense, before reverting
to the special situation of Islamic charities that have borrowed the
tradition and made it their own. This analysis is indebted to Willem van
Eekelen (2013). 14
14F

Objections
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

One-to-one sponsorship is divisive within communities,
generating envy.
It is also divisive within families, when one child is singled
out for treatment against siblings. Sometimes the sponsored
child acquires undue power within the family if he or she
gains leverage from being the reason for funds coming in.
There is no clear contribution to community development.
All charity has the potential to wound, as Marcel Mauss
taught us (Mauss, 1925/2016). But it is especially
demeaning when a child is obliged to write or dictate thankyou letters and receives letters in return that draw attention
to the difference of living standards between donor and
recipient. For instance, the donor may refer to expensive
holidays, whereas the recipient’s family never takes
holidays.
Such schemes are costly to administer (especially in
communities far from an NGO’s local office), since they
require identification of suitable children, constant
monitoring, travel, and communication with sponsors with
photos and other documentation.

14
Van Eekelen’s paper is based partly on open-source literature and partly on research that
Islamic Relief Worldwide commissioned him to complete in 2010–11, which included the
comparison of the sponsorship programs of 30 NGOs in the UK, USA, Belgium, Germany,
and France; a review of eight previously conducted evaluations of IRW child sponsorship
country programs; focus group discussions and interviews with IRW employees; a survey
of 115 sponsors selected through proportionate systematic cluster sampling; further
country evaluations; and consultations with peers in other NGOs.
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6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

12

There is no automatic benefit in “development education,”
i.e., helping the donor to understand issues of poverty
alleviation better. One NGO (ChildFund) that facilitates
visits by a donor to a recipient—after due clearance of child
protection issues—tells the donor to “expect a celebration.”
This is contrary to the experience of the young Canadian
sponsor of a child in Tanzania (under a World Vision
scheme described by Erica Bornstein), who visited his
sponsored child, naively expecting to be welcomed as a
hero, and found the experience deeply unsettling and
embarrassing (Bornstein, 2005, pp. 73–77).
There are sensitivities relating to the religious motivations
of donors and tensions with the religious aspects of
recipient communities.
Child protection issues present a significant risk, especially
in conditions of crisis and disaster.
Some NGOs still offer a kind of internet supermarket
enabling donors to choose their child for sponsorship from
photographs. Save the Children USA will even indicate
how long the child has been waiting to find a sponsor.
Many NGOs, including Save the Children and World
Vision, in fact apply the donations to community
development projects, the named child being what Save the
Children calls a “child ambassador” rather than receiving
funds individually. This may be thought to be lacking in
transparency.
Fundraising publicity for one-to-one sponsorship is often
particularly sentimental and has been especially criticized
by exponents of semiotics and media studies.
Such schemes encourage dependency: families are not
incentivized to seek other sources of income and may play
the system by receiving sponsorship from more than one
NGO.
There is a risk of local cronyism on the part of NGO
employees, even occasionally of corruption.
Summing up, the advantages seem to be mostly from the
donor’s point of view rather than the recipient’s.

In the face of all these objections, the following defenses have been
advanced:
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1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

13

The directness of the link as seen by the sponsors is an
unbeatable fundraising device.
Unconditional cash transfers to individuals in suffering
populations are now quite an approved, indeed fashionable,
means of providing aid (Unicef-ESARO/Transfer Project,
2015).
The element of arbitrariness is not so different from other
contributions to family budgets from well-off relatives, microenterprises, and state welfare services, etc.
Social workers can identify the poorest and most vulnerable
children in communities and recommend them for sponsorship.
The ubiquity of the cellphone, and in some regions electronic
banking, have cut down on traveling and other administrative
costs.
Before a child reaches the legal age of majority (when the
sponsorship ends), steps can be taken to facilitate his or her
pursuit of an educational program or an apprenticeship.
Sponsored children are brought up in their families and local
communities, reducing the need for residential orphanages.
Residential orphanages raise different problems and can too
often become opportunities for the systematic abuse of children.
Another alternative, transnational adoption, is also contentious
in that it uproots children from their cultural heritage.
Although in mixed-religious societies, where the injection of a
religious ethic can aggravate tensions, in societies that are
religiously homogeneous, or where religious differences are
relatively uncontentious, there is arguably a potential added
value in enabling a child to feel a part of the global community
of Christians or Muslims.
As regards development education, such schemes engender
loyalty and can stimulate donors’ interest in international aid
with a cross-selling multiplier effect.

Islamic Charities and Orphan-Sponsorship Schemes
These objections and defenses apply to Islamic NGOs as much as to
Christian and secular ones, but we must remember the extra
stigmatization to which children designated as orphans are often
vulnerable. As popular as one-to-one child-sponsorship programs are
with Christian and secular NGOs, they are no less favored in the Muslim
world for the theological reasons summarized above. Some Muslim
NGOs have moved to devise schemes that answer some of the
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objections. For instance, Islamic Relief Worldwide, the market leader,
has published its Child Protection Policy as an impressive 36-page leaflet
(2018). 15
Unlike Islamic Relief Worldwide (total expenditure c. £124
million p.a.), which supports about 50,000 orphans, the London-based
Muslim Aid (total expenditure c. £32 million) no longer emphasizes the
orphan aspect but seeks to fund any vulnerable children. They supply
cash transfers on condition that the child sponsored has to attend school.
The money goes directly to families. The scheme is called the Rainbow
Family, with about 5,000 children sponsored, one third in the Middle
East, one third in South Asia, and one third in Africa and Southeast Asia.
Muslim Aid’s main donor base is Pakistani and Bangladeshi
communities in Britain. They are straight with donors, and the
deemphasizing of orphanhood has not affected the attractiveness of the
scheme. Many of their donors are not well-off and the average length of
sponsorship is only 3.5 years. But some sponsor more than one child and
they have eighty well-off donors who sponsor more than five children at
one time. Donors are not allowed to select individual children though
they may state a preference for country and for a boy or a girl. Muslim
Aid takes child protection very seriously. It is considering the possibility
of moving to a community-based scheme later. 16
Interpal, a smaller London-based charity (total expenditure c.
£6 million) that is devoted exclusively to helping Palestinians, supports
about 6,000 orphans and vulnerable children and also runs a more
loosely defined Children’s Fund. They have never allowed sponsors to
choose a child. Child protection is also a priority. They say they give
priority to the neediest children, including those with disabilities and
special needs, and the many children injured during the Israeli assault on
Gaza in 2014 who have lifelong disabilities. Because of the special
political difficulties besetting Interpal, they have to undertake an
exceptional amount of “compliance” to convince the Charity
Commission and UK Inland Revenue that the money is going where they
say it is going. 17 Thus there is a heavy bureaucratic load, but they
15F

16 F

1 7F

15
As well as conforming to UK law, international standards and good practice, IRW’s
guidelines also draw on specifically Islamic teaching on the care and protection of children
and other vulnerable individuals: for instance, the prohibition of khalwa (“isolation”)
which occurs when one man or more than one man is alone with one woman or child in a
place where no-one can see them or enter.
16

Interview with Muslim Aid officers, London, April 18, 2018.

Interview with Interpal officers, May 4, 2018. Interpal was last subjected to investigation
by the English charity regulator, the Charity Commission, in 2009 in response to
allegations that it was too close to Hamas. Since then it has been in good standing in the
17
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consider the benefit great. Unlike most other NGOs, Interpal allows
sponsors to send presents in addition to basic sponsorship, and £182,000
was declared in 2016.
To summarize, child sponsorship in general is evidently highly
popular with donors in general and at least as popular among Muslims
on account of the special care for orphans enjoined in the Qur’an. For
the reasons summarized above, it is not a system that anyone would
choose if they merely had development goals in mind. But it is evidently
not going to disappear. We may predict that the existing policies and
practices will continue to evolve in response to changes in professional
and public opinion.

A Proposal for Dialogue
I began when I approached this topic by thinking that Islamic charities
could have a great deal to learn from the experience and professionalism
of their Christian and secular counterparts on such topics as children’s
rights and child protection. Yet recent sexual scandals affecting some of
the most blue-chip international NGOs (see e.g., Quinn, 2018) must
make one pause before claiming their superiority—let alone the
infamous sexual abuses carried on by certain clergy under the protection
of the Anglican and, especially, the Catholic Church. There is, however,
an impressive trend in child-focused ethnography, which has been built
up over the last thirty years or so, insisting on treating children as
complete human beings who can be coproducers of scientific evidence,
rather than being merely receptacles for what used to be called
“socialization,” or trainee adults. Received ideas on child soldiers, street
children, trafficking “victims,” and child handloom weavers are held up
by ethnographers in a not always flattering light to aid agencies
(Scheper-Hughes & Sargent, 1998; Gozdziak, 2016; Sweis, 2017;
Cheney & Sinervo, 2019). 18 This line of thought includes a recognition
18F

UK as a registered charity. The US Treasury, however, has maintained its designation of
Interpal as a “terrorist entity “(Benthall, 2016, pp. 7, 32–33). The issue of orphans is
especially contentious, in that Interpal, like some other charities working in the Middle
East, has sometimes been accused of giving preference to the children of suicide bombers.
It asserts however that, consistently with International Humanitarian Law and with British
charity law, it has always assisted orphans on the basis of need exclusively, irrespective of
the cause of death of the father.
A foundational text for child-focused ethnography, provocatively titled and now
somewhat dated, is Lawrence Hirschfeld’s article “Why Don’t Anthropologists Like
Children?” (2002). See also Benthall (1992). Heather Montgomery (2009) provides a
useful overview of the anthropology of childhoods. Catherine Allerton (2016) explores
18
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that the Western middle-class ideal of the nuclear family, with
individualized care for children, is at odds with the reality of family
structures in most of the global South (Bolotta & Vignato, 2017, pp. 7,
12–13). Child-focused ethnography has, as far as I was able to determine,
barely touched the otherwise burgeoning field of research on Islamic
philanthropy. One exception is a fine-grained ethnographic account by
Silvia Vignato (2017). She explains how children in Aceh, Indonesia,
who were left without at least one parent after the long civil conflict and
the 2004 tsunami (estimated at about 20% of the Aceh population aged
between 0 and 19), were provided for, both by traditional Islamic
residential schools and with funding from international humanitarian
interventions. She gives special attention to the way such children
experienced and shaped the construction of affective ties (Vignato,
2017).
It is easy to condemn the photographs, especially popular in the
Gulf states, of grateful orphans lining up during Ramadan to receive their
gift parcels of food and clothes from self-important dignitaries. The
British Islamic charities mentioned above are not so crude. But their
fundraising literature, like that of World Vision, lays itself open to
critical analysis. I made a contribution myself to study the visual imagery
of fundraising campaigns that rely on emotive images of children
(Benthall, 1993, pp. 177–186). Such analysis runs the risk of becoming
a too familiar and easy exercise. 19 It is more illuminating to think of
charity as a chain of relationships and, in particular, of international aid
as a holistic system whereby representations of misery are circulated
from the global periphery to the North as consumables, filtered by an
oligopoly of media organizations and reciprocated by aid flows.
A strong religious compulsion encourages Muslims to make
private donations from disposable income to sponsor orphans, just as a
19F

some of the methodological and ethical challenges presented by the idea of child-friendly
ethnography, which requires special skill and sensitivity. Other relevant publications
include Allison James (2007), who also explores methodological issues raised by “giving
voice to children,” and Jo Boyden (1997).
Meanwhile, historians of the Middle East have taken a lead in turning attention, since the
1980s, to the themes of childhood and youth (Georgeon & Kreiser, 2007). For instance,
Margaret L. Meriwether (1996) described the detailed provisions for the custody,
maintenance, and overall well-being of children as laid out by law in Ottoman Aleppo,
770–1840.
19
But for a sophisticated analysis of the growth of children’s charities, see Hart (2006).
Save the Children (UK) has published an analysis of images of children in need that
includes recognition of the views of children themselves as contributors to the imagemaking process. The research took place across four countries: the UK, Jordan,
Bangladesh, and Niger (Warrington, 2017).
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similar compulsion gives a special place to children in Christian moral
theology—Jesus’s sympathy with children being so clear from the
Gospels (e.g., Matthew 19:14). The ensuing dilemma is a constant for
bureaucratized aid organizations: how to mitigate the alienation of the
donor. The charitable impulse is at its most basic a bodily act—extending
a hand to a stranger in trouble, giving the first fruits of agricultural labor
to local people in need. How can some element of this personal
relationship be maintained in an NGO if it appears to be mainly
interested in increasing its “market share”? Child sponsorship is one
attempt to resolve the problem, despite the further issues that it raises—
which NGOs such as Islamic Relief and Muslim Aid have tried to
alleviate through adapting their policies. A research program on orphans
and Islamic charities could be productive if it were to examine all aspects
of the chain of charity, for which Erica Bornstein’s (2012) study of
Protestant NGOs, The Spirit of Development, provides a methodological
precedent. Such a program would draw on the now established subfield
of child-focused ethnography, while also respecting the Islamic
conception of children’s rights as derived from Qur’anic provisions and
from the Muslim tradition of holding the family as the focal unit within
communities, based on the sources of the Shariah (Monshipouri &
Kaufman, 2015, pp. 10–11; Arfat, 2013).
Care for orphans is a moral commitment—like care for the
elderly—where the Muslim tradition can claim a special distinction.
Admittedly, the huge variety of social systems across the Muslim world
must not be underestimated. The conclusion reached by Silvia Vignato
(2017) on the strength of her research among the Acehnese, where
Islamic institutions are deeply entrenched and where the whole
population had suffered terrible trauma, is explicitly not representative
of the whole ummah. But it has resonance with observations of some
other Muslim-majority societies under acute stress, such as the
Palestinians of the West Bank, and it calls for respect from “Western”
humanitarians 20:
20 F

At the time of my fieldwork, many of those who worked in panti
asuhan (“homes”) were volunteers, as besides one’s duty as a
Muslim, the willingness to look after orphans is more
specifically seen as an Acehnese characteristic. “We, the
Acehnese, we care for our children” people often said.
Acehnese children were said to belong to Aceh and it was the
20
Including my own visit to the Islamic Charitable Society of Hebron (Al-Khalīl) in June
2011. See also a report by an Israeli journalist after a raid in Hebron by Israel Defense
Forces in 2008 (Levy 2008).
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adat (custom or tradition) not to fail them when they are in
need. Children seemed to embody an idea of collective wealth,
and the orphans looked like a shared resource transcending
each kinship group. (Vignato, 2017, p 68)
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BOOK REVIEW
WHAT IS A M ADRASA?
Moosa, E. (2015). What Is a Madrasa?. Chapel Hill, NC: University of
North Carolina Press. ISBN: 9781469620138.
0F

Reviewed by Sabith Khan

California Lutheran University

“What went wrong” is often the question asked by Western intellectuals
when they seek to unravel or demystify the Muslim world. When asking
this question, many Western intellectuals—not all—seek to contrast their
understanding of Islam, Muslim practices, and its cultural milieu with
the enlightenment of the West, as well as the growth of democracy and
its deficit in Muslim-majority countries.
This is also Moosa’s starting point for his analysis, however his
examination of madrasas goes beyond this simplistic question.
Madrasas—monastery-like Muslim seminaries that dot the educational
landscape in South Asia, Afghanistan, Malaysia, Thailand, and Iran—
are the locus of this detailed and personal study. They are not all-male
institutions, as he suggests that “Young adult males study in the South
Asian institutions but there is a growth in segregated madrassas
dedicated to the education of females” (p. 2). Although gender
segregation is the norm in madrasas in South Asia, this is not necessarily
the case in Southeast Asia, where young men and women may study in
the same classrooms.
Ebrahim Moosa starts the book by describing his own
experience of entering his alma mater, Darul Uloom, in Deoband in
North India, where a clean-shaven man inquired if he was looking for
terrorists. The fact that a right-wing government led by Hindu
nationalists is in power in Uttar Pradesh—the state in which Darul
Uloom is located—makes this question even more accusatory, given that
Copyright © 2019 Sabith Khan
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these nationalists paint Muslims as the eternal “other,” even if they have
lived in India for centuries. The memories of partition in India and the
religious divide that exists in the minds of these people make such
questions very dangerous.
The book is divided into four parts: part I, titled “Lived
Experience,” deals with the daily practices and routines of students at a
madrasa. His detailed exposition of the daily life of students includes a
closer examination of such practices as wudu, or the ritual washing of
one’s hands and feet, which is necessary before saying salat or prayers.
Here, he points to the intention or niyyah of every act as being key.
“Lurking behind the apparent simplicity of the ritual of washing before
prayers is the profoundity of Islam’s ethical and moral philosophy, which
is centered on the concept of intention” (p. 36). Moosa goes on to explain
that intentions are the crux that determine if an action is rewarded for its
piety or not. Some of this portion of part I seems to have been written for
a non-Muslim audience, as it details how the salat is performed, etc. The
routine of a madrasa is similar to that of any school or college, Moosa
informs us. The rhythms of the day as well as the year follow the Islamic
calendar for prayers, the celebration of festivals, etc.
Part II deals with the history and context of the modern madrasa
and how it has evolved. This portion of the book deals with the struggles
that madrasas such as Darul Uloom have gone through to incorporate
“secular” social sciences with the study of religious subjects. Such
efforts have been, for the most part, “stillborn,” Moosa points out.
Subjecting Muslim religious thought to newer modes of query, such as
critical thinking through, the lens of theology, sociology, and philology
has not occurred in these institutions. However, this is absolutely
necessary to help graduates find meaningful and fulfilling careers outside
of the confines of a mosque, he seems to be suggesting.
Part III deals with the “Politics of Knowledge” and the
dynamics of learning and teaching, intertwined with the idea of faith and
belief. This section deals with the tensions that manifest themselves in
the study of hadith, or the prophetic tradition. While there are scholars in
India and other parts of the world that seek to reinterpret these traditions
to suit the modern world, there are others who are uniquely traditionalist
in a conservative sense, seeking to avoid modernist interpretations. He
describes the processes of how interpretations of hadith and fiqh or
Islamic law are arrived at and how they can often be different among
different schools of Islamic jurisprudence.
Part IV, titled “Madrasas in Global Context,” places madrasas
in a global context and examines how they have come to be seen by
policy makers and those in positions to create discourses about these
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institutions. Moosa points to the “vocabularies of difference,” when
Americans and Europeans use the word “Madrasa” along with other
terms such as “Islamic fundamentalism,” etc. (p. 209). The anti-Muslim
bias in terms of removing minarets or other aspects of Muslim culture
from mainstream Europe has become mainstream. “All madrasas have
suffered from this whiplash at the hands of media campaigns fomented
by a diverse range of actors, ” Moosa suggests. There is a call for greater
nuance and a more impartial examination of these institutions, which
have been vilified for decades now.
Not many people know that the oldest institutions of learning
were madrasas. During my own visit to the mosque and learning
complex of Qarawiyyin in Fes, Morocco, in 2014, I witnessed the
century old mosque complex and university in action. As the faithful
prayed, dozens of young men recited the Qur’an melodiously and in
unison. The place reverberated with the ancient sounds of Qur’anic
recitation, while staying in touch with the modern.
Scholars of education have pointed out that it is one of the oldest
models of what is considered a “university.” The role of madrasas in
educating millions of young people and providing them with a direction
in life is often ignored.
This book is a scholarly and sensitive response, as Moosa says,
to the “barrage of Islam hating media assaults systematically[, which]
violated and dehumanized me, and millions of other fellow believers, in
a reckless, prolonged campaign of guilt by association that has,
amazingly, not run its course” (p. 7). This is a must read for anyone who
is curious about the madrasa as an institution. It offers a close and deep
look at this important institution, which has survived centuries, that
provides education. “Learning, teaching and moral training are and
always have been at the core of Islamic Life,” Moosa suggests, and this
book lays bare the ways in which this takes place (p. 9).
This review was originally published in the Journal of Education in
Muslim Societies (JEMS).

____________________________
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BOOK REVIEW
SUBURBAN ISLAM
Howe, J. (2018). Suburban Islam. Oxford, UK: Oxford University
Press. ISBN: 9780190258870.
0F

Reviewed by Rafeel Wasif
University of Washington

In Suburban Islam, Justine Howe provides a rich ethnographic account
of the Mohammed Alexander Russell Webb Foundation in Chicago. The
foundation was founded by middle-class, highly educated, secondgeneration Muslims who feel they do not fit in the mainstream American
and Muslim American mosque culture. As a result, they are using the
Webb community as an attempt to re-envision an “indigenous”
American Islam that cuts across ethnic identities and is characterized by
gender equality, tolerance, and pluralism. Through these practices, Webb
participants imagine creating an identity that merges their Muslim faith
with an idealized vision of suburban middle-class America by bridging
the gap between religion and everyday middle-class American practices
like watching football, picnics, and family gatherings. However, despite
its lofty aims of a tolerant and inclusive community, the foundation also
can be limiting by excluding people who disagree with its vision of what
Muslims and Islam should be. The foundation is also defined by class,
as its members come primarily from middle-class America, and thus it
excludes many Muslim Americans from less affluent backgrounds. Also,
despite its openness to discussions about LGBT issues in Muslim
communities, the foundation primarily espouses heteronormative
traditional Muslim familial values.
Howe considers the Webb Foundation as a “third space,” a social
surrounding that is neither home nor a place of worship. She argues that
the study of these third spaces offers a window into how American
Copyright © 2019 Rafeel Wasif
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Muslims are re-defining what Islam means to them in their everyday
lives as Muslim Americans. These spaces also provide Muslims the
context to challenge their exclusion from the American mainstream as
well as the “ethnic” Islam that they experience in mosques. Webb
members use the community to contest what they see as the two
dominant orientations in American mosques: “cultural Islam,” or ethnic
particularism, and “Wahhabism,” or Salafi practices and theologies.
They argue that these influences have prevented American Islam from
achieving its vibrant potential.
Howe approaches religion and culture as interlinked, which
individuals and communities negotiate in particular times and places.
Thus there is often a blurring between cultural and religious practices in
Webb Foundation as members use personal experiences to interpret
religious practices in addition to religious texts. This practice often leads
to multiple interpretations and debates about religious practices, and it
demonstrates the highly contextual ways that Muslim Americans go
about moral deliberation in their everyday lives in the US.
The first half of the book focuses on the construction of American
Islam at Webb. Chapter 1 provides the history of Webb and its position
within the broader global debates on Muslim communities across the
world from Morocco to the US. Chapter 2 explores Webb members’
critiques of American Muslim institutions as it tries to create a society
that is above gender and racial issues. Chapter 3 focuses on the
performance of Islam in everyday activities like skiing and football,
among others. Chapter 4 focuses on the ritualized performance of
American Muslim culture by examining the Webb Foundation’s annual
mawlid event which celebrates the birthday of the Prophet Muhammad.
The second half of the book employs “ethnographic reading” to
explore the multiple contexts of Webb debates about Islam. Chapter 5
focuses on the Webb adult Sunday School programs. In their study of the
Qur’an, Webb students creatively employ various exegetical strategies
and personal experiences to understand what Islam means to them.
Chapter 6 demonstrates how social norms and lived religious practices
often come into a conversation with religious teachings to develop norms
about what is considered right and wrong as a Muslim American,
including the issues that Muslims feel as they try to apply Islam in their
everyday life in a way that is complementary to their social and personal
values. Chapter 7 uses the Webb women’s book club to explore how
participants negotiate and claim feminist identities within the Webb
community and beyond.
Suburban Islam is an excellent book for anyone who wants to study
the localization of Islam in America. In the current post-9/11 political
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climate, it assesses Muslim American anxieties about what it means to
be Muslim and American and demonstrates how Muslim communities
are trying to merge these two identities. The book focuses less on the
mosque as the place of Muslim identity construction and instead on the
construction of Muslim American identity through everyday mundane
practices outside their place of worship. While it stays away from the
dichotomy of “good” and “bad” Muslims and depicts the heterogeneity
of Islamic beliefs even within one community, it also demonstrates how
Muslims have themselves internalized these labels by branding Salafi
and cultural Islam “bad.” In a way, the Webb Foundation members are
using the foundation platforms to demonstrate to outside observers that
they are “good” Muslims. The book demonstrates that there are no
monolithic definitions of gender practices in Islam and that these issues
are being contested in Muslims’ everyday lives. It is an excellent
addition to studies of Muslim communities across the world, where
Muslims across the board are trying to localize their practices of Islam.
Despite these positive aspects of the text, the conclusions presented
by Howe regarding the role of gender and social norms in the molding
of Muslim identities across the globe are quite similar to those by Saba
Mahmood, Cabeiri Robinson, and Kambiz GhaneaBassiri, among
others. While, arguably, this is reflective of the similarities among
Muslim societies across the globe, the book leaves us wanting to know
what differentiates American Muslim societies from their counterparts
across the world. Another issue that Howe does not address is the
generalizability of these patterns across Muslim societies in the US. It
seems that the Webb Foundation is an outlier, but how much can we
learn about other Muslim communities in the US by focusing on studying
this one institution?
Overall, this book is a great insight on Muslims in the US and their
anxieties about being American after 9/11. It is a noteworthy
contribution in the study of American Muslims, and it will be an
invaluable book for students interested in study of Islam in a western
setting, as well as scholars and policy practitioners who are interested in
studying Muslim Americans.

____________________________
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BOOK REVIEW
AL RASHID M OSQUE: BUILDING
CANADIAN MUSLIM COMMUNITIES
Waugh, E. H. (2018). Al Rashid Mosque: Building Canadian Muslim
Communities. Edmonton, Canada: University of Alberta Press. ISBN:
9781772123395.
0F

Reviewed by Sabith Khan

California Lutheran University

Written with a historical perspective, this book is a good addition to the
literature on Muslim institutions in North America. Earle H Waugh has
offered a close examination of Al Rashid Mosque in Edmonton in
Alberta, Canada. The Al Rashid mosque, built by the Lebanese in the
1930s, offers a unique window through which to examine the origins and
growth of 20th- and 21st-century Islam in Canada. As Waugh points out,
the story of the Al Rashid mosque is one of “highs and lows, of
weathering storms, and of becoming a beacon for a religion of great
depth and significance” (p. xvii). He points out that the main challenges
it has gone through include the accomodation it has had to make, to
create a balance between “secularist ideologies and genuine piety, and in
contemporary Canada, to accommodate to a new status of a distinctive
Canadian voice for Islam” (p. xvii). As scholars such as Kambiz
Ghaneabassiri (2010) and Shariq Siddiqui (2014) have pointed out,
institution-building has been a key part of creating Muslim American
identity.
Written in an easy to read, non-scholarly tone, this book is
accessible to a wide audience. The book has five chapters that deal with
various aspects of the mosque and community evolution. Chapter 1
discusses the issue of sojourning—a phenomenon well-known to
Copyright © 2019 Sabith Khan
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scholars of American Islam. This “sojourning” refers to the temporary
stay that many from the Levant sought in the US. While many of them
actually went back to their countries of origin—Syria and Lebanon, in
particular—many others decided to stay back in the US to build their
lives here. This created a new challenge for those who stayed back—the
need for a Muslim community and spaces to worship, educate their
children, among other things. Waugh traces this evolution through four
phases, which cross to late 19th and early 21st century. The data for the
book comes from various sources: scholarly and popular social science
literature about the mosque and Muslims in Canada, interviews with
people who are either members or affiliates of the mosque, the Provincial
Archives of Alberta, and local newspapers such as Edmonton Journal,
Arab News, and Aramco Magazine.
Waugh includes some interesting facts about Canadian
Muslims, one of which is that Scottish converts were the first Muslims
in Canada. This was in the 1860s, followed by Bosnian Muslims, who
arrived later. The subsequent migration from the Arab world came as a
result of people from those regions seeking a more peaceful place to
live—away from the colonialism in the Arab world and also to seek
better economic opportunities. According to the 1931 census, there were
10,700 people of Arab heritage in Canada, 645 of whom were Muslim,
Waugh points out. The tumultuous changes in the Arab world, with the
establishment of Saudi Arabia, shifting patterns of colonialism in the
region, and World War II, created an atmosphere where migrating to the
“Americas”—both Canada and the US—was seen as being a “safe”
option, Waugh notes. There was also religious upheaval, with the
establishment of Salafism in Saudi Arabia, in addition to other reform
movements in Egypt, Syria, Iraq, etc. “Those who were restive under
these movements must have viewed migration to the West and to
America as a shift away from antiquity and towards the modern, in
contrast to the influences they saw emanating from the central cities of
Mecca and Medina” (p. 7).
In Chapter 2, he builds on the origins of Canadian Muslims and
offers insights into how the mosque came into being, as a result of
contributions from all people of Edmonton—Muslims, Christians, and
Jews (p. 32). Given the respectable credentials of the founding members
of the mosque, the mayor and others in the city were welcoming toward
the mosque project. Waugh spends considerable time describing the
various facets of the mosque, including its structure, change of qibla in
the mosque, etc. Chapter 3, titled “The Evolution of the Canadian
Mosque Tradition,” and chapter 4, titled “Conserving a Canadian Islamic
Community during Adversity,” chart the kinds of strategies that the
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mosque community adopted in the post-9/11 world. Being part of a
global community, members of Al Rashid had to account for and explain
global Islamic movements, Waugh points out. The influence of
Wahhabism and the Muslim Brotherhood on perceptions of Islam in
Canada were profound, he notes. The subsequent Islamophobia that
manifested itself in the US also percolated into Canada, according to
Waugh.
Chapter 5 deals with the future of Muslim communities in
Canada and is forward looking. Coping with the challenges of
Islamophobia, a growing need of the Muslim community, which includes
26 different ethnicities, and planning for the physical expansion of the
mosque and other infrastructure are key priorities, Waugh suggests.
Based on research carried out for the Embracing 2030 report, Waugh
posits that there are likely to be more than a million people in Edmonton.
The Muslim population is also likely to grow to over 80,000 if current
patterns hold. The author calls for greater planning and coordination, in
addition to building greater networks with non-Muslim communities.
Overall, this book is readable and provides accessible and userfriendly insights into an important community in Canada. While it does
cover the history of a specific mosque and its surrounding communities,
it doesn’t delve deeply into the changing nature of Canadian identity in
depth. What factors led to the rise of global Islamist movements’
influence on Canadian society? Why did the Canadians embrace Islam
in the early decades? These questions could have been dealt with in more
detail. However, I recommend this book, as it makes a good and honest
attempt at offering insight into Canadian Muslim life.
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BOOK REVIEW
GIVING TO GOD : ISLAMIC C HARITY IN
REVOLUTIONARY TIMES
Mittermaier, A. (2019). Giving to God: Islamic Charity in
Revolutionary Times. Oakland, CA: University of California Press.
ISBN: 978-0520300835.
0F

Reviewed by Zeeshan Noor

The University of Texas at Dallas

Amira Mittermaier’s book, Giving to God: Islamic Charity in
Revolutionary Times, examines Islamic charity in Egypt over eight
years, beginning in 2011. Mittermaier volunteered at charity
organizations, Sufi khidmas (soup kitchens), Ramadan tables, and
Muslim shrines. The book consists of four sections: the preface, an
introductory chapter, a major section on the giving of charity, and a final
section on the receipt of charity. The preface provides a transliteration
guide and discusses Mittermaier’s methodology. It also relates her
experience shadowing Madame Salwa, who provides food for the poor.
Salwa does so as a religious duty, although she told Mittermaier she
doesn’t care for the poor. Mittermaier, as a secular Westerner, engages
in charity for humanitarian reasons.
The introductory chapter, “Revolutions Don’t Stop Charity,”
begins with the 2011 revolution in Egypt. Mittermaier watched the
revolution from Germany and arrived in Cairo four months later. She
discusses the Muslim Brotherhood, the NGO from which Mubarak’s
successor, Mohamed Morsi, emerged. She explains how the detention of
Morsi not only led to a crackdown on the Muslim Brotherhood, but other
NGOs as well. In this chapter she quotes activists, self-proclaimed
revolutionaries, friends, and others—specifically their views on the poor
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and charity. She puts what she terms the “divine ethics of charity” into
the context of the Quran, prophecies, Egyptian traditions, and Arabic
linguistics and asserts that charity and giving efforts never halt, even
during upheavals.
The second chapter, “Divine Minimum Wage,” begins the first
major section of the book, “Giving,” which covers donations.
Mittermaier narrates her experiences at a khidma, run by a Sufi Imam,
Salah al-Din Nafari Muhammad (typically referred to as Shaykh Salah).
Shaykh Salah’s khidma serves food to hundreds daily without judgment.
He considers food a divine minimum wage, as he believes it is a basic
God-given right. He divides people there into three categories: “…the
poor, those in need, and travelers, all of them listed in the Quran as
deserving of alms [charity]” (p. 60). He cooks and distributes food every
day beginning at 4 AM. He runs this khidma from donations given for a
variety of reasons, but distributed according to Quranic precepts.
The third chapter, “Caravan to Paradise,” shifts the focus to
Resala, which translates as “the message,” an established NGO with over
60 branches. Resala also serves food to the poor, but on a much bigger
scale. Mittermaier cautions the reader not to confuse this with daʿwa
(strengthening religious practice) (p. 87). Resala is a youthful NGO, but
attracts volunteers of all ages and backgrounds. Mittermaier observes
that Resala revolves around “going to paradise.” It is their belief that
volunteering at Resala is their path to Jannat (heaven). Some join initially
because of Resala’s advertising or mission statement, and experience
renewed dedication because of the heart-wrenching conditions in which
its clients live. She quotes several conversations about volunteers’
motivations. Some believe this is the way to pave their path to heaven;
for others, it is the right time to serve God’s creation; and still others
wish to see the poor smiling.
The second and final major section, “Receiving,” focuses on
charity recipients. In chapter four, “Performances of Poverty,” she
records her experiences with those receiving charity through NGOs like
Resala or Shaykh Salah. Mittermaier begins by describing another
experience with Madame Salwa during Ramadan in 2014. Her first
subject is Amal, a single mother of five, a volunteer as well as a
registered client at Resala. Amal only seeks help from Allah after being
turned down by several other NGOs and believes most people NGOs
serve are needy and the “forgotten lot.” The post-revolutionary
government cannot help them and they have no other options.
Mittermaier also shares other recipients’ stories and experiences in this
chapter.
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Chapter five, “All Thanks Belong to God,” opens with Shaykh
Mahmood, a dervish who spends time at saint’s shrines and their
khidmas, who feels entitled to aid. Mittermaier’s encounter with
Mahmood happened at a khidma run by Nura, a mother with children.
Nura thanks God for helping people while people thank God for getting
help through her. She then talks about how people say thanks for the help
they receive. Sometimes they thank khidma staff; other times, God.
Mittermaier notes that the most pious giving is that where the donor
expects nothing in return, either from God or man—not an ideal often
reached.
The final chapter, “Tomorrow Is Better,” focuses on charity in
post-revolutionary Egypt. Mittermaier recalls Morsi’s short-lived
presidency and the killing of 800 Muslim Brotherhood supporters. This
was when Morsi’s successor, El-Sisi, stated that, “Tomorrow is better.
Tomorrow is more beautiful.” Mittermaier was inspired that the
revolution didn’t stop charity. She credits El-Sisi’s words as having a
positive impact. During this time, El-Sisi’s government appealed for
donations to Long Live Egypt, a fund for a new Suez Canal. People and
organizations responded—including the Coptic Church. Mittermaier
specifically mentions those with very limited resources who sacrificed
to contribute—out of hope for a “better tomorrow—whom she calls the
“noble poor.” Madame Salwa also supported President El-Sisi’s call for
sacrifice as the “call of the time.”
Mittermaier discusses the pros and cons of the “give a man a
fish versus teach a man to fish” analogy (a common Western analogy
when discussing helping others). This is a meaningful dichotomy in a
Western worldview, but not the God-centered Muslim one. Serving
God’s creation—Man—serves God; and that is the supreme end for
those grounded in Islam.
Madame Salwa’s charitable giving cannot be properly
understood outside the concept of God and her faith in God. Mittermaier
elaborates on this in the introduction: “Madame Salwa’s continuous
orientation toward God (and, by extension, toward the Prophet
Muhammad and his saintly descendants) shapes who she is in the world,
and how she is in the world…. Because she gives to God, she addresses
immediate needs and responds to hunger and poverty. But equally,
because she gives to God, her giving is not organized around the poor’s
suffering, the donor’s compassion, or the hope for a better tomorrow” (p.
6). She ends the last chapter describing an incident where bulldozers
smashed many street vendors’ carts adjacent to Tahrir Square—possibly
as a part of El-Sisi’s plan for remodeling Cairo. Shaykh Salah later
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informed her that the vendors around his mosque were given a month to
leave—meaning he would have to prepare and serve more food.
This book does well combining a discussion of Islamic charity
and the Egyptian revolution. Amira Mittermaier engages the reader with
an ethnographic approach, and her prose and storytelling prowess draws
the reader in with an “I was there” sensibility. The book delves deeply
into the opportunities and limitations of the ethics and politics of poverty
in the contemporary Middle East and beyond. She compares the familiar
Western paradigms of humanitarian care while offering a glimpse of
alternatives animated by concepts such as a “divine minimum wage” and
others. I highly recommend this book to anyone interested to learn about
charity in the Islamic world and how charity giving and receiving
processes are affected during turbulent times. The book is also a good
read for people interested in street-level philanthropy in the Middle East.
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BOOK REVIEW
POLICY PATRONS: PHILANTHROPY,
EDUCATION REFORM, AND THE P OLITICS
OF I NFLUENCE
Tompkins-Stange, M. E. (2016). Policy Patrons: Philanthropy,
Education Reform, and the Politics of Influence. Cambridge, MA:
Harvard Education Press. ISBN: 9781612509129.
0F

Reviewed by Sher Afgan Tareen
Florida State University

How do private foundations redress social problems in the United States?
Unlike various other democracies around the world where the state looks
after the public, the United States offers room for private organizations
to play an active role in redressing social problems that impact the larger
public. Historically, those organizations were charities that had
institutional networks with religious organizations, such as Catholic
charities and private schools that looked after new immigrants seeking
work in large industrial cities. Private foundations established by
billionaire philanthropists go a step further and actively shape public
policies. Over the past few decades, their encroachment into the public
arena has been most felt around initiatives to improve K–12 education,
leading some to offer glowing profiles of the benefactors and others to
raise concerns over the future of US democracy, with a disproportionate
number of elites molding policies that affect adolescents, parents, and
teachers to conform to their distinct ideologies.
In Policy Patrons: Philanthropy, Education Reform, and the
Politics of Influence, Megan E. Tompkins-Stange nuances sensational
narratives of elites undermining US democracy by shoving their ideas
about how schools should operate onto the polity. She argues that the
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managerial practices of foundations, rather than the ideology of the
patrons who establish them, determine how private funds impact public
policy. Her method of analysis is comparative, using ethnographic data
on two sets of newcomers to philanthropy and well-established
foundations: the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and Eli and Edythe
Broad Foundation, on one hand, and the W. K. Kellogg Foundation and
Ford Foundation, on the other. The Gates and Broad foundations draw
on managerial skills taught at business schools, an approach known as
venture philanthropy that gained popularity during the 1990s. They
invest in particular organizations that they believe will yield greater
returns based on the conviction that the flow of money ultimately
impacts public policy. The Kellogg and Ford foundations exemplify
scientific philanthropies that gained popularity during the early 20th
century. They invest in research conducted by professors and graduate
students as well as think tanks, based on the conviction that added
knowledge will, over the span of time, influence policy makers to change
legislation.
Tompkins-Stange examines the difference between venture and
scientific philanthropy by focusing on the ways in which the four private
foundations manage grantees, select partners, frame problems, and
evaluate results. Gates and Broad conceive their grantees like
contractors. They formulate the desired outcome and manage the
grantees tediously to ensure it is met. Not all grantees complained about
feeling micromanaged, with one thanking the Gates and Broad
foundation program officers for doing their homework and due diligence
as oppose to giving the money without listing the specific tasks expected.
Informants who worked for the two foundations also defended their
hesitancy against ceding control to grantees as a practice of
professionalism that reduces the risk of being liable for lower quality
initiatives. Kellogg and Ford, on the other hand, credit some of their best
programs to local endeavors grantees devised without their intervention.
A Kellogg foundation staff member described such programs as arising
organically, with the private foundation facilitating a local community to
build its political will and gain access to elected officials. While the
newer foundations seek to build partnerships with elites in political
circles, the latter recruit local community organizations who have a
better understanding of the grantees. Schools, more so than any other
institution, serve as a battlefield for these two contesting models of
philanthropy.
When confronted with reforming K–12 schools, the Ford and
Kellogg foundations are more similar to the newer foundations. They
prefer formulating policy targets while remaining true to their legacy of
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facilitating civic engagement. Juggling these two approaches is
especially common when the problem is addressing the concerns of
minorities in school systems while simultaneously convincing wellestablished educational actors, such as teacher unions, that it serves them
to build an alliance with minorities as well, when otherwise they might
prefer to maintain the status quo. In such a scenario, the Ford Foundation
funded research and facilitated debate among members of the
community yet also targeted policy makers and partnered with teacher
unions, since they could use their collective bargaining agreement to
effect dramatic and sustainable change.
Nevertheless, the Kellogg and Ford foundations differ
fundamentally from the Gates and Broad foundations in how they
conceptualize problems afflicting K–12 education. Akin to engineering,
the newer foundations identify a single factor that they seek to resolve
through a technical intervention. By funding that technique, they expect
a return on their investment. The older foundations, however, frame K–
12 education as a multifaceted issue. They consequently prefer building
communities over changing policies. The debate over the efficacy of
charter schools typifies the contesting ways in which the newcomers and
the well-established private foundations formulate problems and
evaluate outcomes.
Charter schools set themselves apart from public schools by
introducing managerial practices that have helped corporations succeed.
For instance, they develop a common curriculum and require students to
take standardized tests so that the quality of education can be quantified,
and the evaluations yield data on how charter schools perhaps are
educating students better than public schools. With quantifiable results
available for all to see, the onus falls on the federal government to spend
more of its budget supporting such schools. As a result, the federal
budget for education transforms into a large return on the investment
made by the private foundation. Apart from private foundations, teachers
attain financial incentives to fulfill their responsibilities in a school
system modeled after a corporation. When students perform better on
standardized tests, teachers receive bonuses. They, however, also risk
feeling devalued as workers, charged with producing more passing
grades on standardized tests as opposed to being part of a community
bound around the tasks required from students in and around the
classroom. The intellectual and emotional growth of racial minorities,
however, relies on such embodied practices of learning, especially those
who attend predominantly white public schools, which raises the
following question: does private philanthropy contribute to racial
inequity or potentially redress it by coercing policy makers to learn from
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grantees who address the distinct concerns of minority students, teachers,
and parents? Charter schools demonstrate the former by enacting the
managerial practices of venture capitalism. Funded by the partnership
between private foundations and city mayors, they symbolize inequity in
urban settings, whose residents are already racially segregated.
Nevertheless, charter schools represent an alternative to public schools,
an innovation in the midst of stagnancy that characterizes the federal
government’s attitude toward social problems, especially K–12
education.
Charter schools encapsulate the ambivalence of the role of
philanthropy in a democracy. Private foundations have the capacity to
elevate the voices of minorities and therefore redress the privileging of
the majority by the electoral system. Their funds have played a pivotal
role in ushering reforms, especially civil rights reforms in the sixties. But
private foundations also bolster billionaires who may not empower
marginalized members of the polity at the expense of seeking return on
their investment. Tompkins-Stange shares ample ethnographic data that
suggests that these contradictions are not merely philosophical but rather
regulate how private foundations seek to influence public policies.
Future studies could build on her work by examining how the charities
that private foundations eclipsed by professionalizing social welfare
have evolved since the early 20th century. Such studies would give
insight into how teachers redress the devaluation of their labor by reform
initiatives that follow the managerial practices taught at business schools
and transform K–12 schools into corporations.
This review was originally published in the Journal of Education in
Muslim Societies (JEMS).
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